The loss of temporal coherence after long range propagation in shallow water is often studied as a consequence of sound speed variability from internal waves. Here we add the complication of small amplitude and very long wavelength random fluctuations of bottom bathymetry. It is shown that the same range dependent sound speed fluctuations result in markedly different coherence times depending on acoustic wavelength and mode number -a first order effect. A range dependent PE code (MMPE) is used to predict temporal coherence for individual surface reflected-bottom-reflected (SRBR) mode arrivals. Here a mode coherence calculation is developed and compared for varying RMS bathymetry. Temporal coherence is inferred from mode coherence. We find first order and /or low frequency modes are insensitive to the bottom but when the (sine of the mode angle approaches 1/10 of an acoustic wavelength) the modes structure in amplitude and phase is randomized and the signal decorrelate rapidly in time from just the slightest temporal variations in sound speed. It doesn't take much; just 1 m in 200m of range will randomize all but the first mode at mid frequencies (.5 to 1 kHz). Predictions are in close agreement with SW06 mode coherence measurements.
INTRODUCTION
The temporal coherence of an acoustic signal implies phase and/or amplitude stability in time. This stability is used to achieve gain or enhancement of the signal above the ambient noise. Without coherence, the signal resemble the noise background and therefore there can be no signal processing gain.
Just like transmission loss, coherence is a measurable and sometimes predictable characteristic of the propagation channel. Variability of the sound speed along the path of propagation, caused by oceanographic variability, reduces the coherence of propagating signals. This paper will examine the effects of bathymetric variations and internal waves on coherence in shallow water. Using a parabolic equation model, temporal coherence will be calculated for a variety of different bottoms while including internal wave fluctuations and the results compared to those from the SW06 experiment.
SW06 DATA
Figures 1 and 2 present the pulse response and temporal coherence for periods of both high and low internal wave activities at 100Hz and 200Hz respectively. Here the temporal coherence is computed as a time lagged covariance function of the form:
Here p(t) is the channel pulse response, t is the arrival time, T is the experimental time and τ is the coherence.
As shown in Figure 1 , at 100Hz, the bottom appears smooth, with mirror like reflections of all mode angles and clean separable modes. The coherence depends only on sound speed variability and all modes have equally long coherence times.
Effects from both bottom interactions and IW activity become apparent when analyzing the 200Hz, as presented in figure 2 . During low IW activity, bottom interactions are the likely cause of coherence loss. Here, low order, low grazing angle modes are more coherent than higher order, higher grazing angle modes. However, during periods of higher internal wave activity the lower order modes begin to loose stability and only the first mode remains coherent.
MODELING PREDICTIONS
The Monterrey-Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE) model was chosen for the analysis as previous results had yielded good one-to-one mode correspondence with the SW06 results. Here the input variables to the model where bottom bathymetry and internal wave variations. Random bottom bathymetry was produced such that there were slow variations in range with a given RMS amplitude. This allowed the bottom to essentially appear flat over the footstep of the acoustic field interaction in order to reduce loss due to scattering. For each RMS bottom realization, the model was run forward in time with a 2hr period of high internal wave activity with thermistor data from the SHARK array. Here only one sound speed profile was used for the entire 20km range, with a new profile being used for every 30s worth of data, which was the resolution of the thermistor data. This approximated an internal wave train traveling perpendicular to the acoustic travel path in question. The data appeared to be sufficient to resolve all the major variations in the sound speed column.
In order to reduce noise from and include only internal wave fluctuations in the calculation, the original SHARK data was banded into frequency bands and here only a narrow band centered on the IW frequency of 160 cycles per day was used. Figure 3 presents the vertical coherence between the SHARK array sensors with the IW band being centered around the uptick in coherence boxed around here in light blue.
When examining the effects of just bottom variability on coherence, temporal coherence can not be computed because it would require some variation in sound speed profile over a time period. So, instead mode coherence, where here the mode coherence is the measure acoustic sensitivity to change in environment. Here the mode coherence is calculated as the correlation between an ideal flat bottom case and random bottoms of increasing RMS amplitude. In figure  4 , the mode coherence for the low frequency limiting case of 100Hz is shown with the model calculation being done at a range of 20km. While figure 5 presents the mid-range frequencies of 200Hz also at a range of 20km. These frequencies and ranges were chosen to compare with the experimental setup from the SW06 experiment.
At 100Hz the maximum RMS amplitude computed corresponds to approximately 1 2 λ or 7.5m. Here, the first mode remains coherent across all of the bathymetric variations. However, all other modes lose coherence with the higher order modes more sensitive to the bathymetric variations than the lower order ones. Figures 6 and 7 present the pulse response and temporal coherence data for a 100Hz and 200Hz signal respectively. The model was run over a period of 2hr with high internal wave activity and the temporal coherence calculation is similar to that presented in equation 1. Here the pulse response here is for one 30s period and presents clear distinct modes and the temporal coherence time is on order of 1hr for the first mode. The later modes loose coherence equally and exhibit a cycle of being in and out of phase as the wave train passes.
Figures 8 and 9 are the modeled results of temporal coherence including both internal wave and bathymetric variations for 100Hz and 200Hz. While the pulse response for each of these is not included in this work for brevity reasons, analysis of the bottom only variation mode coherence indicates that mode structure becomes more randomized as the ratio of RMS bottom variation to acoustic wavelength increases and previous calculations have confirmed this. Again, results are consistent across the two frequencies with later order modes having less temporal coherence as bottom bathymetry increases. The coherence time of the early modes appears to increase as bathymetric variations increase, however this is just a result of a broadening of the first mode due to randomization, and it is this first mode that remains coherent. 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Comparisons between the SW06 temporal coherence data and the modeling predictions can be made. The bottom only correlation predictions of mode coherence exhibit consistency such that it only talks a fraction of an acoustic wavelength in bottom variation to effect higher order mode coherence. While the temporal coherence calculations with a flat bottom indicate that the first mode remains stably coherent during the calculation period and the other modes exhibit an equal loss of coherence with a cyclical cycle of being in and out of phase.
When both the effects due to bottom bathymetry and internal waves are used as model inputs, a complete picture begins to form. When bottom effects are minimal, the variations due to the internal wave field are the driving factor behind coherence loss. However, when bottom bathymetry begins to approach 1 4 λ to 1 2 λ bottom loss begins to become the driving factor in loss of temporal coherence starting with the latter modes. While the bottom bathymetry essentially does not vary during the experiment time, the randomizing of the mode structure due to bottom interactions results in a propagation signal that is more sensitive to changes in the water column than otherwise would be leading to the loss of temporal coherence seen.
During the SW06 experiment all the data of interest here was transmitted over the same path and thus interacted with the same bottom variations. Bathymetric data from the SW06 experimental site indicates bathymetric variations on the order of 2m are expected in the area. Using the conclusions reached from the modeling work, a 2m bathymetric variation would be a small compared to the wavelength of a 100Hz acoustic signal which would results in loss temporal coherence being driven by internal waves; as is the result shown in the data. That same 2m bottom would be on order of 1 4 λ for a 200Hz signal and the loss of coherence should be due to a combination of bathymetry and internal waves, which is consistent with the finding presented above.
In brief, by including both bathymetric variations and internal wave fluctuations in modeling work to study the loss of temporal coherence a more complete and consistent analysis occurs with results being comparable to those from the SW06 experiment.
